Title word cross-reference

1 [LRS21, Zin15]. 12 [GES14, GYSH19, HAGM14, HAG15b, JK20, OWK21, TM14].

7th [SA20].

Abilities [AJNN20, JNA18]. Abstraction [DSU20, SSD09, SA20]. Academia [NJK19].
Academic [KPM18]. Academics [SDBJ19].
Academies [DLM11]. Accessibility [CGZ+20, PLB+12, WCPF20].
Accomplishment [ZD15]. according [MM12]. Achievement [AANK14, BJCS21, CHA17, Zin15].
ACM [TM09, CB19]. Across [AM21]. Action [IT17, LMGVS+16]. Active [VI13, IT13].
Activities [MDS16, RKM20]. Activity [LC21]. Adding [BLNC09, DJHG119].
Address [RvJP20]. Affect [TAL17].
After [PHRC21]. After-Hours [PHRC21].
Agenda [HOC17, SF19, TS20]. Agile [FEC17, MSH10]. Algorithm [Kar09, RV109, SCA+10, UFV109].
Algorithmic [Kie09]. Algorithms [EK17, VI13]. Alice [Coo10, UCK+10].
All-Female [LBT20]. Alleviate [KV15].
Analyze [VFFT16]. Analyzing [AHL17].


Creativity [ALP12].

Cross-National [TM14].

Crossing [HM21].

CS [RVAN15, HM21, KV15, LBT20, MSP21, PLB+12, RTE21, SWL+22, TABA12, TWH18, VTB+20].

CS1 [BC13, ORS16].

CS2 [TPQE18].

CS4HS [RSPB17].

CSF [HBVTN21].

CSLE [ALP12].

CSS [PDF15].

CSTutor [BL14].

CUDA [DSU20].

Current [ALHR17, CAL15, RB21].

Curricula [AJNN20, BCD10, WCPF20].

Curriculum [BMB+18, DTT16, McG12a, WHS+17, AGEL13].

Cyber [AJNN20, JNA18].

Cyber-Defense [JNA18].

Cybersecurity [JNA18, LRVW14, PHP+22].

Cyprus [CJS+17].

Darmstadt [RVAN15].

Data [AHL17, BA17, BL14, CHU+09, GBB+17, WZL+22, YR15].

Data-Driven [GBB+17, YR15].

Database [MTGM21].

Debieron [Vog21].

Debugger [BS10].

Debugging [ABCD20].

Decade [CHH+11, JK20].

Defense [AJNN20, JNA18].

Degree [AANK14, McG12a].

Demo [KDXB18].

Demo-Oriented [KDXB18].

Demographics [LZRO21].

Derived [AHL17].

Describing [HLKZ12].

Design [BC13, BC12, Bur11, CMSP+19, Coo10, DCW19, EKSW11, Ip12, Joh19, LSSM19, OWK21, PCH09, RWK+15, RG19, Shi16, TSK12, Xin15].

Designing [NCLN13, OHR22, Ric09].

Desk [Hun17].

Detection [MM12, NJK19].

Developing [MHP20, TSK12, WHS+17].

Development [AWW15, BCZ19, BCC+19, BBF+21, CG19, HM19, Ip12, Lar16, MC15, Mod21, PDF15, PFR21, RSPB17, Rit09, VGRM19, ZD15].

Devices [RP19, TSK12].

Diagnosing [Kie09].

Did [IT13].

Didactical [BDDGT14].

Difference [AM21].

Different [Har21, SDBJ19].

Difficult [EK17, YZC19].

Dimensions [TB16].

Directed [MBE+16], direction [IT13].

Discipline [MFR13, Pet19, TM10].

Discipline-Based [MFR13].

Discovering [VGRM19].

Discrepancies [DJGI020].

Discussion [UCK+10].

Distributed [BTF+19, BCZ19, BCC+19, ORKH09].

District [PS21].

District-Wide [PS21].

Diversity [BC+19, GYSH19, RBSS11].

down-to-earth [ZPB13].

Driven [BBG12, MSP21, TAL17, CHP+18].

Domains [DCW19].

Doesn’t [MS11].

Early [CHA17, OHRR22, RSPB17, HAA13].

EarSketch [FM+16]. earth [ZPB13].

Easy [WBK+22]. Editor [Hun17].

Editorial [RV109, TM11a, TM11b, TM14].

Editors [BB10]. Education [AM21, BDDGT14, BLM+14, BH16, BCC+19, BBF+21, Bur11, CAL15, CB19, CJS+17, EKSW11, EBC+21, ET12, Fie19, GES14, GND19, GVA22, GK17, GEM14, HSI+19, HCSS+22, HM19, HMM19, Hab12, HAGM14, HAG15b, HOC17, ILLR20, SHR17, JK20, Joh19, Kie09, KMB+15, KG18, KV15, LRS21, LV11a, LV11b, LSTA22, LMS21, LRVW14, MFR13, MFM+16, MCK17, O’G12, OWK21, PGJS17, PM09, RVAN15, RTE21, RWK+15, RVI09, SACYC+21, SH18b, SKM13, TS20, TM10, TM11a, TM11b, TM14, TC19, TWH18, VMFG17, YMZ+14, NCLN13, Sor13, TM09, CB19].

education-friendly [NCLN13].

Educational [Har21, KS14, MC19, UR17, ZPB13].
Educator [BA17]. Effect
MMFR20, RHSS20]. Effective
ORS16, RJJ10, LGP13]. Effectively
ORKH09]. Effects
DJHGI19, DBR+20, MS11]. Efficacy
LBT20, RCS11, CMS+19, LY21, ZNF+20].
Effort [RKM20]. Electronic
JK20, KLS+14]. Elementary
VTB+20, YMJ+14]. Else [MRG17, RP19].
Emancipation [EBC+21]. Embodied
ORKH09]. Embodied
MCK17, MC19]. Emerging
RB21].
Embarrassing [IT13]. Empirical
AvdM21, GGT20, MFCLG19, MTGM21, SS13].
Empiricism [HCSAz22]. Employability
IDC+19]. Employers [SWL+22]. Enabling
IDC+19, LG21]. Encourage [ETN+21].
Endeavors [CAL15]. Engagement
MBSBA09]. Engaging [KFME11].
Engineering
BTF+19, CDK+14, CB19, DTT16,
DJGIO20, FEC17, GVA22. Joh19, KFME11,
MFR13, MPTV16, Mit14, Pet19, VMFG17].
Engineers [BCZ19, GGT20]. Enjoyment
ZD15]. Enter [LG21]. Entering [RB21].
Enthusiasm [Lar16]. Entry [TM11b].
Environment
ALP12, CDK+14, K610, LMGVS+16, MRR+10]. Environments
FU10b, GYSH19, GBB+17, IDC+19, Kic09,
VFTT16]. Equation [LRJ14]. Equitable
GYSH19]. Equity
FKG17, KFME11, WCFP20, ZCJR20].
Errors [MK19, PDF15, TSV18]. Essential
ZD15]. Ethics [SSF+19]. Evaluating
VGRM19, WCFP20]. Evaluation
Joh19, KM16, KLM15, PHP+22, RSPB17,
Rit09, Shl16, Wan11, BC13, LY21].
Evaluations [UFV10]. Event [LMH21].
Event-driven [LMH21]. Everyday
RvJP20]. Examination [Ip12, WK10].
Examining [RTE21, RHSS20, Zin15].
Examples [BNP11]. Executing [SH18a].
Execution [BS10]. Exercise [SGHZS19].
Exercises [DJHGI19, KJH19]. Expanding
HM19]. Expect [GVA22]. Experience
FKG17, Har21, Pet19]. Experienced
ET12]. Experiences
Bar09, ECF18, KFME11]. Experiment
WX18]. Experimental [VI13]. Experts
GVA22, SDBJ19]. Explain [VMFG17].
Exploration [LZRO21, MPTV16].
Exploring [ET12, GM11, HM19, Vog21].
Expository [WSP+11]. Extending
KKNL21, MBSBA09]. Extensive [Wan11].
External [SBH+18]. Eyes [MRG17].
Fabrication [RG19]. Facilitate [Mit14].
Facilitating [SSSC18]. Factors
DJGIO20, LRJ14, ZD15]. Faculty
Bar09, GMM17]. Feedback
HBVTN21, KJH19, ORS16]. Female
KWB20, LBT20]. Fiction [GM14]. Field
SCA+10]. Final [CGZ+20]. Final-year
CGZ+20]. Finnish [KV15]. First
BHHMG21, CK09, NGK11]. Fit [BBG12].
Fitting [Ip12]. Flipped [LSM19].
Flipping [IT17]. Focus [Ric09]. Following
LMGVS+16]. Formal [GEME14, LBT20].
Formation [Ric09]. Formative
HBVTN21]. Formulation [TSV18]. Forum
CHP+18]. Forward [RS14, TM15]. FOSS
BMB+18]. Foundation [CHH+11]. Fractal
EKSWi11]. Fragile [MW18]. Framework
FEC17, GBB+17, LSSM19, MHP20].
Frances [SPR12]. free [RMM21]. French
BDDGT14]. friendly [NCLN13]. Fringe
MW18]. fsQCA [PGJS17]. Functional
IT17]. Future [TS20].
Gains [PGJS17]. Game
DCW19, HHM19, LK19, McG12a, RWK+15,
Rit09, TAL17, VGRM19, Wan11].
Game-Based [HHM19, TAL17]. Games
IP12, WDC15, WDCT20]. Gamification
AZK+20, MFCLG19, MTGM21]. Gap
LRVW14]. Gaps [GVA22]. Game
NH19, Har21, KFME11, KKNL21, RCS11, Wag16]. Generation
BLNC09, CHU+09, EBC+21, KJH19].
Interface [CG19]. Internships [MSP21].
Intersection [RHSS20]. Intersectionality [LZRO21].
Intervening [EK17]. Intervention [GEME14, RKM20].
Interventions [LK19, LY21, OHR22]. Interviews [AJNN20, JNA18].
Introducing [CG19, KLS+14, MFR13, TM09].
Introduction [BB10, BAR14, BAGM13, GM14, Gri13, Hub12, LRS21, LV11a, MC15, RB21, SF19].
Introductory [BBG12, BNP11, CKSS21, GGH+10, KLM15, KA16, LY21, QL17, SKM13, TK16, WX18, Sor13].
Interviews [AJNN20, JNA18].
Intro [MMFR20].
Intro [BB10, BAR14, BAGM13, GM14, Gri13, Hub12, LRS21, LV11a, MC15, RB21, SF19].
Introductory [BBG12, BNP11, CKSS21, GGH+10, KLM15, KA16, LY21, QL17, SKM13, TK16, WX18, Sor13].
Interviews [AJNN20, JNA18].
Intro [MMFR20].

Java [BNP11, BA17]. Job [ECF18]. Justice [AM21, ETN+21, LRS21].
Justice-Centered [LRS21].

Know-how [SDBJ19]. Knowledge [AJNN20, DTT16, ECF18, GGT20, JNA18, TCK21, YB19].
Korea [CAL15].

Ladders [LD19]. Language [MRR+10, SPR12, SS13, Vog21]. Languages [KA16]. Large [BTF+19, BA17, SH18b].
Large-Scale [BA17]. Latina [ETN+21].
Latino [ZJWF11]. Launching [SF19].
Leadership [PS21]. Learn [GVA22, JNA18, LC21, MBE+16, PHRC21, RT15, TB16, ZD15, HS13]. Learn-to-code [LC21]. Learned [SWL+22]. Learner [Kie09]. Learning [AZK+20, AANK14, ALP12, BBG12, BS10, BSY+10, CDK+14, CHF+18, DTT16, DJHGI19, Fie19, FU10b, GYSI19, GBB+17, GKI7, HEE+19, HHM19, HOC17, IDC+19, Kie09, KG18, KA16, LLKH18, LMGVS+16, LZX+19, LGBK11, MRG17, MBE+16, McG12b, MAK12, MS11, MS19, MBSBA09, O’G12, PCH09, PHRC21, RT15, RG19, RvJP20, RMM21, SSF+19, SSC18, SF19, SPC19, TAL17, TB16, TPQE18, VI13, VFFT16, WDC15, BC13]. lecture [Gri13].

Literature [HCAS22, KJH19, LSTA22, PO20, QL17].
Low-performing [LZT+19]. Lower [HRY17].

Making [CMS20, RG19]. man [RMM21].
Managing [BCC+19]. Many [HAG15b, ZPB13]. many-core [ZPB13].
Mapping [LMH21, TS20]. MapReduce [RRKP13]. Mathematical [DHH+15].


Reporting [HCASz22]. required [IT13]. Research [Bar09, DCW19, GM14, HSt+19, HB15, HCSAz22, HOC17, IT17, JK20, KFME11, LMGVS+16, MAK12, PM09, SSSC18, SF19, TS20, TM11b, Ten14].
Resources [Rit09]. Responsible [RMM21].
Responsive [RG19]. Restart [BSCh14].
Results [AJNN20, JNA18]. Resurgence [BSCh14]. Retaining [HM21]. Reusing [ABC20]. Review [Alb20, HCSAz22, HOC17, ILRfD20, KJH19, LSTA22, LMH21, NJK19, PO20, QL17, SKM13, TPQE18].
reviews [HAa13]. Rhine [KMB+15].
Rigorous [HAG15b]. Robot [MC19].
Robotics [LR11, MCK17, WHS+17].
Robots [McG12b]. Robust [CHU+09, LzT+19, TCK21]. Roland [HAG15a]. Role [OWK21, PGJS17, RBSS11, IT13].
Rubric [WCPF20]. Rules [DSS21]. Russia [KS14].
Sampler [JK20]. Scaffolding [RT15].
Scalable [RKW+15, SH18a]. Scale [BBF+21, BAb17]. Scenario [AAGH14].
Scenario-Based [AAGH14]. Scholarship [TM10]. School [BSs20, CKSS21, DLM11, DRR+20, GM11, IRRy17, JNA18, KLS+14, Ks14, MFf+16, MSfH10, OPC17, RS14, TAbA12, WW17, WDK20, WSP+11, ZNF+20, ZCJR20, ZJWF11]. Schools [BDDGT14, Bar14, BLM+14, BSCh14, FEC17, Hub12, HAGM14, HAG15b, KV15, RVAN15, RKW+15, TM14, TAL17].
Science [AZK+20, Arn11, BBD+10, BB10, BDDGT14, BAR14, BHHMG21, BGBK12, BJC2S, BWE11, BBF21, BSCh14, BCDD0, BSS20, CKSS21, CMSP+19, CMSP20, CHF+18, DJGfO20, DRR+20, EBC+21, GES14, GM14, GM11, GMM17, HHH19, Hub12, HAGM14, HAG15b, IRRY17, JK20, KWB20, KS14, KFME11, KMB+15, LK19, LZRO21, LD19, MFM+16, MHP20, MRG17, MMFR20, MW18, PGJS17, Pet19, PS21, RVAN15, RSPB17, RKW+15, RHSS20, RV09, Ryo19, SA20, TK16, TB16, VMfG17, VFFT16, Wag16, WK10, WW17, WDK20, YB19, ZNF+20, ZCJR20, ZJWF11, Zn15, AGEL13, Gref13, LGP13].
Science- [WDK20]. Sciences [RCS11].
Sectometric [SNTo21]. Scope [GGH+10]. Scratch [AMSBA15, FKG17, MRR+10, UCK+10].
Script [Mod21]. Script-based [Mod21].
Seamless [Kar09], Searching [IDC+19].
Second [KG18]. Secondary [Arm11, BDDGT14, BLM+14, Hub12, HAGM14, IRRY17, Kie09, MCK17, RVp20, YMM+14].
Section [LRs21, SF19]. Secure [TK16].
Security [LSSM19, TK16, YVQ+10, RC13].
self-direction [IT13]. Self-Efficacy [RCS11, CMSP+19, LY21, ZNF+20].
Shifts [LZRO21]. Short [LK19, LBT20].
Short-Term [LK19, LBT20]. Should [JNA18, RP19]. Similarity [NJK19].
Simulation [RKW+15]. Simulations [EKSW11]. Singleton [Shel3]. Situation [RVA15]. sized [She13]. Sketch [BL14].
Sketch-Based [BL14]. Skill [GVA22, Lar16]. Skills [AJNN20, ECF18, JNA18, YR15], Small [BTF+19, RVp20, She13]. Smartphones [RT15]. Snapshot [ALHR17]. Social [CHA17, KPM18, LRJ14, OHr22, RHSS20, RCS11, TC19]. Socially [RMM21]. Society [RMM21]. Software [ALHR17, BTF+19, BCZ19, BCC+19, CDK+14, CDCLK17, CB19, DTT16, DHH+15, FEc17, GGT20,
GVA22, HM19, Joh19, KDXB18, LRVW14, MPTV16, MSH10, Mit14, MBSBA09, VGRM19, Wan11. Solution [MM12].

Solving [Kie09]. Some [HAG15b]. Someone [MRG17]. Sophistication [WDCT20]. Source [ABCD20, CJS+17, HM19, NJK19].

Source-Code [CJS+17, NJK19]. South [CJS+17]. Speak [RTE21]. Special [CB19, FU10b, KG18, LRS21, LV11a, LV11b, MC15, RB21, SF19, BAGM13, Gnt13]. Specialized [AJNN20]. SQL [BSY+10, MTGM21, TSV18, TS20].


Structural [LRJ14]. Structure [CHU+09, LMGVS+16]. Structures [BL14, WZL+22]. Struggling [PD22].

Student [AvdM21, Bar09, BJCS21, BSS20, CHA17, DSUP20, DJHGi19, FDW19, GMM17, HLKZ12, KA16, MPTV16, McG12b, MDS16, MTGM21, PGJS17, PD22, Pet19, PS21, PLB+12, QL17, RP19, RVJP20, SH18a, TABA12, VTB+20, VFT16, WX18, WZL+22, YR15, ZD15]. Students [ASG19, BHMMG21, CJS+17, GVA22, HM21, IRR17, IDC+19, JNA18, KPM18, LYT19, LR11, MBE+16, MSP21, ORKHO9, ORS16, Pet19, Rjj10, SDBJ19, SA20, TB16, Vog21, ZJWF11, HS13, IT13, YZC19].

Studies [BBD+10, LSSM19]. Studio [BTF+19, RT15]. Studio-Based [RT15].


Systemic [RWK+15]. Systems [KM16, LC21, PS21, RG19, SKM13, TSK12, UFVI09].


Taxonomy [DTT16, MBSBA09]. Teacher [Arn11, GYSH19, MW18, RSBP17, WCPF20, YMZ+14, YB19, ZNF+20, ZCJR20]. Teachers [SSSC18]. Teaching [ALHR17, BC12, BLNC09, DHH+15, FEC17, HBI5, IRRY17, IT13, KLM15, KDXB18, KA16, LMGVS+16, LSSM19, MRG17, MAK12, MCK17, Mod21, PO20, RC13, RMM12, SGHZS19, SA20, SPC19, YVQ+10, ZNF+20, AGEL13, CHM13].


Technology-Related [WDC17]. Tensions [BS12]. Term [LK19, LBT20]. Terms [VBT+20]. Test [BLNC09]. Testing [CDK+14, CDCLK17].
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Theoretical [Ten14]. Theory [LRJ14, RP19, TCK21]. Thinking [FU10a, FEC17, GBB+17, KKNL21, RG19, SNOT21, TPQE18, WHS+17, WSP+11, YMZ+14, YR15]. Three [Mit14]. Three-Tier [Mit14]. Threshold [AWW15].


Tutorial [HEE+19]. Two [GES14].


Visualization [MBSBA09, RV09, RV09, SSD09, SCA+10, SKM13, UFVI09, YVQ+10]. Visualization-Based [RV09].

Visualizations [CHU+09]. Visualizing [BL14]. vs [BA17, WX18]. wearable [NCLN13]. Wearables [MCK17].


year [CGZ+20]. Young [BCZ19]. Youth [CMSP+19, CMSP20, FKG17, PS21, RG19].
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